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Abstract

We present an implicit a-posteriori �nite element procedure to compute bounds for functional outputs of

�nite element solutions in large strain elasticity. The method proposed relies on the existence of a potential

energy functional whose local minima, over a space of suitably chosen continuous functions, corresponds to

the problem solution. The output of interest is cast as a constrained minimization problem over an enlarged

discontinuous �nite element space. A Lagrangian is formed were the multipliers are an adjoint solution,

which enforces equilibrium, and hybrid uxes, which constrain the solution to be continuous. By computing

approximate values for the multipliers on a coarse mesh, strict upper and lower bounds for the output of

interest on a suitably re�ned mesh, are obtained. This requires a minimization over a discontinuous space,

which can be carried out locally at low cost. The computed bounds are uniformly valid regardless of the size

of the underlying coarse discretization. The method is demonstrated with two applications involving large

strain plane stress incompressible neo-hookean hyperelasticity.

1 Introduction

Engineering applications require the prediction of certain quantities of interest, or outputs { such as compli-

ance, stresses, ow rates, heat transfer. These outputs are functionals of �eld variables { such as displacement,

velocity or, temperature { which, in turn, are solutions of partial di�erential equations that need to be ap-

proximated numerically. Engineering decisions are thus based on approximations to the desired outputs that

are generated from computed approximations to the �eld variables. It is often diÆcult to determine a-priori

the size of the discretization that would yield the outputs at a required level of accuracy. In fact, it is well

known that for a given �eld solution, di�erent outputs can be predicted at varying levels of accuracy. The

situation is further complicated in a real design, or optimization, setting where one may require multiple
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appeals to the PDE solver to evaluate solutions for di�erent values of the design parameters. In this case,

using a conservative �ne discretization for every solution, in an attempt to guarantee a prescribed accuracy,

may prove prohibitive.

In this paper, we consider the non-linear equations describing the large strain deformation of a hyperelastic

material. We propose a �nite element a-posteriori method to compute inexpensive upper and lower bounds for

engineering outputs of interest. The proposed method requires the solution of non-linear local Neumann sub-

problems and is therefore referred to as an implicit method [2]. When compared to the simpler less expensive

a-posteriori explicit methods, which only require residual evaluations (e.g. [3]), implicit methods o�er the

potential for quantitative constant-free bounds. The original implicit methods [9, 1, 5] were developed, for

linear self-adjoint problems, to provide bounds for the energy norm of the error. In reality however, it is not

the error in the energy norm which is of interest, but the error in the quantities on which an engineering

decision will be based { for instance deection or stress. The �rst attempts at developing a-posteriori error

estimation for functional outputs were carried out in the context of explicit error estimation [6, 16, 17]. It

turns out that the error in the quantities of interest can be related to a weighted norm of the residual where

the speci�c weights are determined by the solution of an adjoint problem. Unfortunately, the explicit nature

of the procedure means that these estimates contain unknown constants, which severely limit its quantitative

value.

The development of an implicit procedure yielding a-posteriori constant-free bounds for linear-functional

outputs of partial di�erential equations was presented in [12, 13, 14]. The method is applicable to elliptic

coercive problems including non-symmetric terms. The approach is based on a �nite element domain decom-

position technique and the construction of an augmented Lagrangian, in which the objective is a \quadratic"

energy re-formulation of the desired output, and the constraints are the �nite element equilibrium equations

and inter-subdomain continuity requirements. Bounds for the output, on a suitably re�ned \truth" mesh,

are then obtained by appealing to a dual min-max relaxation, evaluated for lagrange multipliers computed

on a coarse \working" mesh. One attractive feature of this approach is its natural extension to non-linear

problems and outputs. Previous a-posteriori error estimation methods for non-linear partial di�erential equa-

tions, are based on a linearized problem, and hence, only provide meaningful estimates once the computed

solution is in the asymmptotic convergence range. The proposed approach, on the other hand, is formulated

directly in the non-linear context. Although the bounds are uniformly valid, they are found to converge

to the true output at the optimal rate when the asymmptotic regime is reached. To our knowledge, this

is the �rst time that a procedure that yields a-posteriori strict bounds for outputs of engineering interest,

in the context of large strain fully non-linear hyperelastic materials, has been proposed. The procedure is

illustrated for a two dimensional, incompressible neo-hookean hyperelastic material under plane stress, but

it is generally applicable to general three dimensional �nite strain models.

The focus of this paper is on computing bounds, but the method presented provides naturally a local

indicator that can be used to drive a mesh adaptive procedure as shown in [14].
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The computation of the error for quantities of interest has been an active area of research

in recent years. The separate treatment of local an pollution errors was initiated in [4]. The

implicit a posteriori error estimation method described in [15], is applicable to self-adjoint

problems and is closely related to the approach followed here. Finally, explicit a posteriori

estimates and adaptive strategies for large strain elasticity, are developed in [10].

The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the model problem and formulation that will

be used as vehicle to illustrate our method. We describe the necessary preliminaries and present a bound

procedure for the total potential energy. Next, we develop the extension to arbitrary functional outputs.

We present numerical results for two examples commonly studied in the literature, and conclude with a

discussion on the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed approach.

2 Problem Formulation

Consider the �nite deformation of a 2D body under the action of a distributed traction on its boundary

as illustrated in �gure 1. Let 
 represent the two dimensional domain corresponding to the undeformed

con�guration, and X = (X1; X2) 2 
, denote the material coordinates of a given point. The boundary of 


is denoted by � = �1D
S
�1N = �2D

S
�2N . Here, �

i
D; i = 1; 2 is the portion of the boundary where the motion

in the i-th direction is prescribed to be gi, whereas �
i
N ; i = 1; 2 is the portion of the boundary where the

i-th component of the traction, t = (t1; t2) , per unit of undeformed length and thickness, ti, is speci�ed.

A motion is described by a mapping x = '(X) 2 
0, which gives the �nal position, x, of any material

particle X. We de�ne the space of allowable motions, X , as the subset of functions in (H1(
))2 satisfying

the prescribed boundary conditions. We also identify the space of variations, V , as the tangent space to X

[11]. Thus,

X = f' = ('1; '2) 2 (H1(
))2 j 'ij�i
D

= gi for i = 1; 2g; (1)

V = fv = (v1; v2) 2 (H1(
))2 j vij�i
D

= 0 for i = 1; 2g: (2)

The body is considered to be suÆciently thin so that a constant strain can be assumed throughout its

thickness. In this case, the plane stress incompressible neo-Hookean strain energy function per unit initial

area,  , can be expressed, in terms of the deformation gradient tensor, F = @'=@X, as [7]:

 (F) =
1

2
�H(F : F+ (detF)�2 � 3); (3)

where �, is the initial shear modulus and H , the initial thickness.

Finally, the total energy potential, � : X ! IR, is given by,

�(') =

Z



 (F) d
�
2X
i=1

Z
�i
N

ti'iHdS: (4)
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Figure 1: 2D body in plane stress

2.1 Minimization Statement

The equilibrium con�guration is given by the motion � 2 X that minimizes the total potential energy,

�(�) = inf
'2X

�('): (5)

We note that, in general, � will not be convex and may have either none or multiple minima. This issue

will be further discussed below, but, for current purposes, we shall assume that � has a unique minimum.

Thus, if we de�ne the residual R : V � X ! IR, as

R(v;') = lim
�!0

�('+ �v)��(')

�
; (6)

a variational statement for the problem, expressing equilibrium, is given as: �nd � 2 X such that

R(v;�) = 0; 8v 2 V : (7)

In most situations, we are not ultimately interested in �, but in speci�c outputs that depend on �. Such

are, for instance, the motion of a point, or the average stress over a certain portion of the body. To this end,

we introduce the output functional S(') : X ! IR, and express our output of interest, s, as

s = S(�): (8)

In principle, S can be a non-linear functional as discussed later, although at present we have only applied

the proposed technology to linear outputs.

We de�ne, for future use the tangent form K : (V)2 �X ! IR, as

K(v1;v2;') = lim
�!0

R(v2;'+ �v1)�R(v2;')

�
; (9)

and the Hessian form DK : (V)3 �X ! IR, as

DK(v1;v2;v3;') = lim
�!0

K(v2;v3;'+ �v1)�K(v2;v3;')

�
: (10)

We point out that, by construction, the form R is linear with respect to its �rst argument; and K and DK

are linear and symmetric with respect to their two, and three, �rst arguments, respectively.
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3 Finite Element Spaces

We consider two triangulations of the computational domain 
: a working or design H-mesh, TH , consisting

of nH elements, TH ; and the �ne h-mesh, Th, consisting of nh elements Th. We assume that Th can be

obtained by uniform re�nement of TH . To each of these meshes we associate piecewise linear continuous

�nite element subpaces,

XH = f' 2 X j 'jTH 2 (P1(TH))
2;8TH 2 THg; (11)

Xh = f' 2 X j 'jTh 2 (P1(Th))
2;8Th 2 Thg; (12)

where P1(T ) denotes the space of linear polynomials over T . We have that, by construction, XH � Xh � X .

The algorithms to be presented require that our forms be expressed as sums of contributions over H-

elements TH . Towards this end, we introduce the \broken" spaces X̂H and X̂h,

X̂H = f' 2 L2(
) j 'jTH 2 (P1(TH))
2;8TH 2 THg; (13)

X̂h = f' 2 L2(
) j 'jTH 2 Zh(TH);8TH 2 THg: (14)

Here, L2(
) is the space of square-integrable functions over 
, and Zh(TH) is de�ned as

Zh(TH) = f' 2 (H1(TH))
2 j 'jTh 2 (P1(Th))

2; 8Th 2 RTHg; 8TH 2 TH ; (15)

where RTH denotes the set of h-elements contained in TH . The above described meshes and associated

spaces are illustrated in �gure 2, for a simple square domain. It is apparent that, by construction, XH � X̂H ,

Xh � X̂h, and X̂H � X̂h.

We can also de�ne the tangent �nite element spaces VH , Vh, V̂H and V̂h in an analogous manner.

Finally, the forms �, R, K, DK and S, are extended to accept discontinuous functions in the \broken"

spaces by rede�ning these forms as a sum of H-element contributions. For instance, K is now written as

K(v1;v2;') =
X

TH2TH

KTH (v1jTH ;v2jTH ;'jTH ); (16)

with similar expressions for �, R, DK and S.

3.1 Continuity Form

Let E(TH ) (respectively, E(Th)) denote the set of open edges in the triangulation TH (respectively, Th). We

introduce a space of functions over the element edges H 2 E(TH),

QH = fq = (q1; q2)jH 2 (P1(H))
2; 8H 2 E(TH ) j q1j�1

N

= 0; q2j�2
N

= 0g; (17)

analogously, for edges h 2 E(Th) \ E(TH ),

Qh = fq = (q1; q2)jh 2 (P1(h))
2; 8h 2 E(Th) \ E(TH ) j q1j�1

N

= 0; q2j�2
N

= 0g: (18)
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XH (VH) X̂H (V̂H)

Xh (Vh) X̂h (V̂h)

Figure 2: Illustration of XH(VH);Xh(Vh); X̂H(V̂H); X̂h(V̂h).
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It follows that QH � Qh � L2(E(TH )), and the functions in these spaces can, of course, be discountinuous.

Next, we introduce the \jump" bilinear form b : X̂ � Qh ! IR.

b(';q) =
X

H2E(TH)

Z
H

[']H � qjH HdS; (19)

where [']H , is the jump in ' across H , when H is an interior edge, and takes the value of ' on H ,

when H is on the boundary �. Interior edges are given an arbitrary orientation so that the sign of [']H is

uniquely de�ned. The form (19), can be used to enforce continuity on functions in X̂H and X̂h; in particular,

XH � f' 2 X̂H j b(';q) = 0;8q 2 QHg (20)

Xh � f' 2 X̂h j b(';q) = 0;8q 2 Qhg (21)

We note that the form b(�; �) places no restriction on ' on natural boundaries.

4 Bound Procedure for the Total Potential Energy

4.1 The coarse mesh problem

The coarse mesh solution �H is obtained by considering the minimization statement (5) over the functions

in XH . If �H , denotes the attained minimum, we have,

�H � �(�H) = inf
'2XH

�('): (22)

The minimizer, �H , satis�es the following equilibrium condition,

R(v;�H) = 0; 8v 2 VH : (23)

This statement represents a set of nonlinear coupled algebraic equations which can be conveniently solved

using an iterative Newton-Raphson procedure [7]. More speci�cally, the following recursive expression can

be use to determine the i+1-th iterate, �i+1H , given �iH : �nd �i+1H 2 XH such that

K(v;�i+1H � �iH ;�
i
H) = �R(v;�iH); 8v 2 VH : (24)

A �ne mesh solution �h, corresponding to the minimizer of (5) over Xh,

�h � �(�h) = inf
'2Xh

�('); (25)

could, in principle, be computed in an analogous manner. Since XH 2 Xh, it follows that �H is automatically

an upper bound for the total potential energy at �h, �h; i.e. �h � �H � �+
h .

For linear elements, we observe the H1-norm of the solution error to be O(H) whenever the solution

is suÆciently regular, that is jj� � �H jj1 � O(H), and j� � �H j � O(H2). Hence, if we assume h

suÆciently small so that �h � �, then we have �+
h �� � O(H2).
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4.2 Lagrangian formulation

Our objective now is to compute a lower bound for �h, without requiring the solution of an expensive �ne

mesh problem. In principle, a lower bound for �h, will be obtained whenever the minimization in (5) is

done over a space which contains Xh. We recall that one such space would be X̂h. Unfortunately, direct

minimization over X̂h would lead to a larger problem than that of calculating �h exactly, and worst yet,

lead to a minimum which, in general, would be �1.

In order to overcome this diÆculty we proceed as follows. Given (21), we can rewrite (25) as a constrained

minimization problem over X̂h,

�h = inf
'2Xh

�(') = inf8><
>:

'2X̂h

b(';q)=0; 8q2Qh

�('): (26)

An augmented Lagrangian L : X̂ � Qh ! IR, can now be de�ned as

L(';q) = �(') + b(';q); (27)

where q, plays the role of a lagrange multiplier and will be referred to as a hybrid ux [8]. The solution of

the constrained minimization problem (26), �h 2 Xh, and ph 2 Qh, can thus be expressed as a saddle point

of L,

�h � L(�h;ph) = inf
'2X̂h

sup
q2Qh

L(';q) � sup
q2Qh

inf
'2X̂h

L(';q): (28)

where the last inequality follows from simple duality theory [18]. Since we are interested in a lower bound,

the problem can be further relaxed by setting the hybrid ux to a �xed, but at this stage arbitrary, value �q,

thus,

�h � inf
'2X̂h

L('; �q); 8�q 2 Qh: (29)

which de�nes the lower bound ��h (�q) as:

��h (�q) � L(�̂h; �q) = inf
'2X̂h

L('; �q) (30)

The important point here is that, whereas the problem (28) is large and expensive to solve, the minimiza-

tion (29) is carried out over the \broken" space X̂h and therefore can be solved for each H-macroelement in

a decoupled manner as shown in the Appendix I.

The accuracy of the lower bound will depend on the duality gap in (28), and on the choice of hybrid

uxes �q. In principle, we expect the duality gap to be zero provided that suÆcient regularity conditions

are met. An inexpensive choice of hybrid uxes which is based on the coarse grid solution �H , and yields

optimal bound convergence (i.e. �h ���h � O(H2)) is presented below.
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4.3 Hybrid Fluxes

In order to determine suitable approximations to the hybrid uxes �q, we look for the saddlepoint of the

Lagrangian (27), in the coarse grid subspaces X̂H � X̂h and QH � Qh. In particular, we look for �H and

pH such that

�H � L(�H ;pH) = inf
'2X̂H

sup
q2QH

L(';q); (31)

and then set �q = pH . It is now clear that, the solution �H to the above problem can be obtained directly

by solving the coarse grid problem (22) over XH . Once �H is known, the hybrid uxes can be determined.

First, we note that stationary point of the Lagrangian, will satisfy

R(v;�H) + b(v;pH ) = 0; 8v 2 X̂H : (32)

The above equation represents a solvable but indeterminate system. The solution of this problem is known

as the equilibration problem. From the physical point of view, these hybrid uxes represent tractions that

must be applied so that the each H-macroelement is in equilibrium when considered in isolation. We follow

here the approach proposed in [9, 5, 1], which requires solving an indeterminate system at each vertex of the

TH grid, the size of which is given by the number of edges that meet at the vertex.

5 Bound Procedure for an Arbitrary Output

5.1 Lagrangian formulation

We consider now the evaluation of upper and lower bounds for an arbitrary output sh = S(�h). For this

purpose, we note �rst that sh is the solution of the following constrained minimization problem

sh = inf8>>>><
>>>>:

'2X̂h

R(v;')=0; 8v2Vh

b(';q)=0; 8q2Qh

S('); (33)

where the chosen constraints simply force ', to be continuous and satisfy equilibrium thus being equal to �h

and hence, S(') becomes S(�h). It is now possible to re-write the above constrained minimization problem

as a saddle point problem as

sh = inf
'2X̂h

sup
v2Vh
q2Qh

Lh(';v;q); (34)

where the Lagrangian functional is now

Lh(';v;q) = �(')��(�h) + S(') +R(v;') + b(';q); 8 2 IR+: (35)

Note that the �rst two terms in the above expression will cancel each other when ' = �h. In addition,

the positive factor  in the above equation, although arbitrary at this stage, has the function of scaling the
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physical dimensions of the output s to equal those of energy, thus matching other terms in the expression

for Lh. Finally, the last two terms in equation (35) contain the Lagrange multipliers, v and q, known as the

adjoint and hybrid uxes respectively, which enforce the required constraints.

Duality and a relaxation of the constraints, by choosing �xed but arbitrary adjoint, v = �v, and hybrid

uxes, q = �q, in equation (34), gives a lower bound expression for the output sh as

sh �
1


inf
'2X̂h

Lh('; �v; �q); 8�q 2 Q; 8�v 2 Vh; 8 2 IR+: (36)

The presence of the unknown potential �(�h) in the above Lagrangian Lh can be remedied by noting that

�(�H) is indeed an upper bound for �(�h). Consequently, the �nal desired lower bound to the output s is

obtained by replacing �(�h) by �(�H) to give,

sh �
1


inf
'2X̂H

LH('; �v; �q) � s�h (�v; �q; ); 8�q 2 Qh; 8�v 2 Vh; 8 2 IR+ (37)

where LH is now

LH(';v;q) = �(')��(�H) + S(') +R(v;') + b(';q) : (38)

Note that the above minimization is again carried out in the broken space X̂h and hence can be solved in an

un-coupled manner on each macro-element. Once appropriate multipliers have been selected, as described

in the section below, the minimizer, �̂


h, is obtained by solving the problem

LH(�̂


h; �v; �q) = inf
'2X̂h

LH('; �v; �q); (39)

and satis�es the following equilibrium condition

R(w; �̂


h) + DS(w; �̂


h) +K(w; �v; �̂


h) + b(w; �q) = 0; 8w 2 V̂h: (40)

Here, DS denotes the �rst variation of the output, that is

DS(w;') = lim
�!0

S(' + �w)� S(')

�
: (41)

The non-linear set of equations (40), can now be solved separately for each element with a procedure

analogous to that of Appendix I.

Finally, in order to obtain an upper bound for sh, it is only necessary to derive a lower bound ŝ�h for

ŝ = �S(�h), following the procedure just outlined, and then set s+h = �ŝ�h [12, 13, 14]. It turns out that, if

we are interested in computing both upper and lower bounds, the coarse mesh adjoint can be re-used, thus

gaining some computational eÆciency. We also point out that, provided the minimization problem (39) is

well de�ned and bounded in�mum exists, non-linear functionals of the solution can be considered without

any changes to the described procedure.

5.2 Evaluation of the adjoint and the hybrid uxes

The adjoint and the hybrid uxes are found by solving the constrained minimization problem (34) formulated

in the coarse mesh spaces, X̂H � X̂h;VH � Vh, and QH � Qh. These will lead to inexpensive choices of
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Figure 3: Square block problem

�q = pH and �v = uH which are found to yield optimum bound convergence. For this purpose, we re-write

problem (34), in the coarse mesh,

sH = inf
'2X̂H

sup
v2VH
q2QH

LH (';v;q): (42)

Setting the variation of the Lagrangian functional LH , with respect to v and q, to zero, gives

R(w;�H) = 0 8w 2 VH ; (43)

b(�H ;q) = 0 8q 2 QH ; (44)

where, by construction, �H is the solution of the coarse grid problem (22). Considering now variations with

respect to the �rst argument ' at ' = �H gives

R(w;�H) + DS(w;�H) +K(w;uH ;�H) + b(w;pH) = 0 8w 2 V̂H : (45)

If we �rst restrict this expression to variations w that belong to the unbroken tangent space VH , the �rst

and last terms of the above equation vanish and a linear set of equations for the adjoint uH emerges as,

DS(w;�H) +K(w;uH ;�H) = 0 8w 2 VH (46)

Equation (45) can now be used to evaluate the hybrid uxes pH by solving an equilibration procedure

analogous to that encountered in section 4.3. Finally, the free parameter , is chosen according to the

procedure presented in Appendix II.

6 Examples

Two simple examples are used to demonstrate the procedures presented above: a simple extension of a square

block and the deection of a short cantilever (Cook's membrane).
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Figure 4: Square block problem - coarse mesh and deformed shape

Figure 5: Square block problem - intermediate meshes H=2 and H=8
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Figure 6: Square block - energy bounds

6.1 Square block

A square block of hyperelastic material is pulled along one side as shown in �gure 3. Dimensions, bound-

ary conditions and material properties are de�ned in the �gure. In addition to the energy, the average

displacement of the right vertical boundary of the block, will be used as the desired output for the problem.

The coarse discretization consists of 32 equal linear triangles and it is shown, together with its corre-

sponding deformed shape, in �gure 4. The starting solution, �0
H , to initiate the Newton-Raphson iteration

(24), is taken to be simply �0
H = X. The �ne mesh is obtained by subdividing each triangle into 162 smaller

elements in a regular pattern, so that h = H=16. In order to check the convergence of the bounds obtained

with H , the solution of the problem and output bounds have also been obtained using intermediate meshes

with sizes H=2, H=4 and H=8. Two typical intermediate meshes H=2 and H=8 are shown in �gure 5.

The results obtained for the energy bounds are summarized in numeric form in table 1, and graphically

in �gure 6. It is clear that the convergence of bound gap is quadratic with H .

Mesh size �+
h ��h �� = �+

h ���h

H �20:887 �21:295 0:408

H=2 �21:004 �21:136 0:132

H=4 �21:044 �21:081 0:037

H=8 �21:056 �21:063 0:007

h � H=16 �21:060 �21:060 -

Table 1: Square block - Energy bounds

The bounds obtained for the average displacement are shown in table 2. The same results are illustrated

graphically in �gure 7. Again the convergence of the bound gap is clearly quadratic.
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Mesh size s s+h s�h �s = s+h � s�h

H 0:6942 0:7196 0:6798 0:0398

H=2 0:6965 0:7040 0:6924 0:0116

H=4 0:6972 0:6991 0:6961 0:030

H=8 0:6974 0:6978 0:6971 0:0007

h � H=16 0:6974 0:6974 0:6974 -

Table 2: Square block - output bounds
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Figure 7: Square block - output bounds

6.2 Cook's membrane

The second example relates to the bending of a short cantilever. This is a well-known problem in solid

mechanics. The geometry, loads, and boundary conditions are shown in �gure 8.

As in the previous example, a series of meshes has been used to investigate the bound convergence. These

range from the coarse mesh XH , comprising 34 elements, to the �ne mesh Xh with 162� 34 elements shown

in �gure 9. In between, intermediate meshes with spacings H=2, H=4 and H=8 have also been used. Figure

10 shows the �nal deformations obtained using the coarse mesh XH and a �ner mesh with spacing H=2.

In all cases, the Newton-Raphson iteration (24) used to obtain the coarse solution has been started with

�0
H = X.

The upper and lower bounds obtained for the energy are listed in table 3 and depicted �gure 11. We

note that the lower bounds for the energy, despite still converging quadratically to the exact value when H is

suÆciently small, are signi�cantly less sharp than the upper bounds, or indeed poorer than the lower bounds

obtained in the previous example. The reason for the increased gap is due to the fact that many more modes

of deformation are present in the broken �ne mesh, which permit the local buckling of those macro-elements

14



Figure 8: Cook's membrane

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Cook's membrane - (a) coarse and (b) �ne meshes
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Cook's membrane - (a) course mesh deformation and (b) H/2 deformation

that are in compression. These local buckling modes, however, do not satisfy continuity across element edges

and hence are not present in the unbroken solution. Under such conditions, the broken and unbroken solutions

are qualitatively dissimilar and hence will have markedly di�erent energy values. A clearer illustration of

this problem can be seen by re-running the previous square block problem in compression rather than in

tension. The deformed solutions of some local problems are shown for both the tension and compression

cases in �gure 12. It is clear that, for the compression case, premature local buckling is taking place well

before any global buckling occurs.

Mesh size �+
h ��h �� = �+

h ���h

H �61:850 �185:736 123:886

H=2 �72:105 �133:850 61:745

H=4 �76:346 �89:282 12:936

H=8 �77:832 �79:168 1:336

h � H=16 �78:010 �78:010 -

Table 3: Cook's membrane - energy output
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Figure 12: Local solutions for the square block in (a) tension and (b) compression
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7 Concluding Remarks

We have presented an eÆcient method for the computation of bounds for functional outputs of solutions in

�nite strain elasticity problems. The method has been described in detail for the simple case of two dimen-

sional plane stress but, in principle, the procedures presented can be easily extended to three dimensions. We

have only considered linear functional ouptuts, but under some restrictions more general non-linear outputs

can also be dealt with.

Unlike previous error estimation procedures for non-linear problems, the approach presented is fully non-

linear and the computed bounds are uniformly valid regardless of the size of the underlying discretization.

In addition, optimal bound convergence, with e�ectivities of order one, are obtained when the coarse grid

solution is in the asymmptotic convergence range.

The method presented can be extended in a number of ways. Adaptive mesh re�nement, to eÆciently

modify an existing discretization in order to tighten the bound gap, can be incorporated in a straightforward

manner [14]. Approaches that enrich the functional spaces by increasing the polynomial order (p-methods),

rather than subdividing the elements (h-methods), have been implemented successfully for linear

problems, and in prinicple, could also be considered here.

Perhaps, the most severe drawback of the present approach is that of the premature buckling of the

local problems. This is mostly encountered when solving problems subject to strong compression and,

as previously mentioned, is due to the excessive freedom introduced by our relaxation. We are currently

investigating procedures to alleviate this problem which will be the subject of a future communication.

Appendix I : Solution of the local problems

The minimization problem expressed in (30), can be carried out over each macro-element independently so

that the lower bound for the energy is given by the sum of individual macro-element contributions. Thus if

LTH denotes the restriction of L over TH , we have

��h (pH ) =
X

TH2TH

LTH (�̂hjTH ;pH): (47)

The local minimizers �TH � �̂hjTH are determined by solving the local problems

LTH (�TH ;pH) = inf
'2Zh(TH)

�TH ('; tTH ); �TH ('; tTH ) � �int
TH

(') + �ext
TH

('; tTH ): (48)

Here, the internal elastic strain energy potential is given by

�int
TH

(') =

Z
TH

 (F) d
 (49)

and the \external" energy potential, which contains the e�ect of the hybrid uxes and any externally applied

traction on the boundaries of TH , tjH , is given by

�ext
TH

('; tTH ) =
X

H2E(TH)

Z
H

tTH jH �'jH HdS; tTH jH = tjH + �HpjH ; (50)
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Figure 13: Local minimization problem

Figure 14: Illustration of solution non-uniqueness

where E(TH), denotes the set of edges belonging to the macro-element TH , and �H is either 1 or �1,

depending on the orientation associated to H (see [2, 14] for further details).

The stationarity conditions corresponding to problem (48) are: �nd �TH 2 Zh(TH) such that

RTH (v;�TH ) � TTH (v;�TH ) + �ext
TH

(v; tTH ) = 0; v 2 Zh(TH); (51)

where RTH , denotes the local problem residual, and the internal equivalent forces TTH (v;'), are de�ned by

the the �rst variation of the internal strain energy potential as

TTH (v;') = lim
�!0

�int
TH

('+ �v)��int
TH

(')

�
: (52)

In general, the solution of the above local problems will only be de�ned up to rigid body translations. The ex-

ception will be for those macro-elements with one or more edges on a Dirichlet boundary. However, provided

that the external forces, tTH , are in equilibrium, as guaranteed by the equilibration procedure employed to

compute the hybrid uxes, the potential to be minimized is independent of rigid body translations and hence

the displacement of one point can be arbitrarily set to zero as illustrated in �gure 13.

In the linear, small strain regime, rigid body rotations need to be removed from the solution space by

choosing one additional suitable boundary condition. In the large strain regime, however, the external strain

energy is not independent of rigid body rotations and hence the amount of rotation is solely determined by

the external loads. Moreover, for any given set of self balanced external loads, one can typically �nd two

equilibrium con�gurations, one in tension and one in compression, as shown in �gure 14 for a simple one

dimensional bar. The solution in tension represents a global minimum, whereas the solution in compression

represents a minimum of the total energy with respect to all possible incremental motions except for a rigid

body rotation, for which it is in fact a local maximum. This is illustrated in �gure 15, which shows the shape

of the total potential energy for the simple bar problem.

It is clear that the relevant local solution will be determined by the global problem. For instance, we

would expect that if the H-macroelement corresponding to the global coarse solution is in compression, the
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Figure 15: Total energy potential for one dimensional bar

local relevant solution would be that which is also in compression. For such case, the possible traction

solution is arti�cially added by the relaxation of the continuity requirements in the space of local solutions.

From a practical point of view, it is found that a simple Newton-Raphson solution process does not

generally converge to the desired solution in compression. In order to resolve this diÆculty a simple strategy

has been devised, which is e�ective for the two dimensional problem considered here (a similar procedure

can be devised in three dimensions). In particular, the degrees of freedom that describe the space of local

con�gurations Zh(TH) are re-de�ned to include explicitly a rotation angle #. For this purpose, a restricted

space ~Zh(TH) is de�ned by introducing an additional support condition to remove rigid body rotations of

the macro-element TH , as:

~Zh(TH) = f~' 2 Zh(TH) j
�
'(X2)�'(X1)

�
� � = 0g (53)

where X1 and X2 are the material coordinates of the �rst two macro-element vertices, and � is a suitable

�xed vector not parallel to the side joining these two nodes.

In order to recover the original solution space, one additional rotational degree of freedom # is now

introduced as the angle by which an arbitrary motion ' needs to be rotated to belong to ~Zh. This rotation

is illustrated in �gure 16 and de�nes the rotation operator R# such that ~' = R#'. It is clear that the total

energy of the macro-element will remain unchanged if the external forces are similarly rotated, that is,

�TH ('; tTH ) = �TH (~';R#tTH ) (54)

The shape of the modi�ed potential expressed as a function of the rotation angle and the restricted local

motion is illustrated in �gure 17 for the simple bar problem. It can be qualitatively observed that much of

the severe non-linearity of the original problem with respect to rigid body rotations has disappeared.

Finding the stationary points with respect to both ~' and # leads to the following set of nonlinear
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Figure 16: Modi�ed local minimization problem

equilibrium equations for �TH and ~�TH = R�TH
�TH :

TTH (v;
~�TH ) + �ext

TH
(v;R�TH

tTH ) = 0 8v 2 ~Zh(TH); (55)

�ext
TH

(~�TH ;k�R�TH
tTH ) = 0; (56)

where k is the unit vector normal to the plane of motion. We note that equation (56), expresses moment

equilibrium and implies that the reaction in the additional support, introduced to de�ne ~Zh(TH), is zero.

Starting from initial guesses �0TH = 0 and ~�
0

TH
= �H jTH , an iterative Newton-Raphson procedure is now

implemented to obtain linear equations for the increments �~� = ~�
i+1

TH
� ~�

i

TH
and �� = �i+1TH

� �iTH as,

KTH (v;�
~�; ~�

i

TH
) + �ext

TH
(v;��k �R�i

TH

tTH ) = �RTH (v;
~�
i

TH
) 8v 2 ~Zh(TH); (57)

�ext
TH

(�~�;k�R�i
TH

tTH )��ext
TH

(~�
i

TH
;��R�i

TH

tTH ) = ��ext
TH

(~�
i

TH
;k�R�i

TH

tTH ): (58)

The solution of the above linear system can be facilitated by decomposing �~� as,

�~� = �~�R +���~��; (59)

where,

KTH (v;�
~�R;

~�
i

TH
) = �RTH (v;

~�
i

TH
) 8v 2 ~Zh(TH); (60)

KTH (v;�
~��;

~�
i

TH
) = ��ext

TH
(v;k �R�i

TH

tTH ) 8v 2 ~Zh(TH): (61)

Substituting the decomposition (59) into equation (58) gives the angle increment after simple algebra as,

�� = �
�ext
TH

(~�
i

TH
+�~�R;k�R�i

TH

tTH )

�ext
TH

(�~��;k�R�i
TH

tTH )��ext
TH

(~�
i

TH
;R�i

TH

tTH )
: (62)

The above angle increment can now be substituted back into equation (59) to give the iterative increment

�~� in �TH .

Finally, we set

�TH (�TH ; tTH ) = �TH (
~�TH ;R�TH

tTH ): (63)

We have found that the above arti�ce proves e�ective to give the appropriate local solution in the presence

of moderate compression.
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Figure 17: Total energy potential for one dimensional bar in transformed solution space

Appendix II : Evaluation of the parameter 

The parameter  was introduced in equation (38) as a device to harmonize the physical units in the La-

grangian functional. This has the inevitable consequence of making output bound s�h depend on the chosen

value for this factor. Ideally, one should �nd the value of  which leads to the highest lower bound. In fact,

it is possible to solve for  as an additional unknown by maximizing the expression for s�h with respect to

, thus obtaining one additional equation that permits the evaluation of the optimum . This equation,

however, is highly nonlinear and cumbersome to solve, as it links the solution of the local problems.

A much simpler alternative is obtained by assuming small values of  and taking a truncated Taylor series

expansion of the potential LH about the point  = 0, which coincides with the case discussed in section

(6), where the bounds for the total potential energy where evaluated. For this purpose, it is �rst useful to

re-write equation (37) as,

s�h (uH ;pH ; ) =
f()


; f() = �(�̂



h)��(�H) + S(�̂


h) +R(uH ; �̂


h) + b(�̂


h;pH): (64)

Using a truncated Taylor series expansion of f() about  = 0, taking linear and quadratic terms, an

approximate optimum value of  is easily found as,

opt =

s
2f(0)

f 00(0)
: (65)

The value of f(0) is simply,

f(0) = �(�̂
0

h)��(�H) + b(�̂
0

h;p
0
H): (66)

where �̂
0

h and p0H coincide with the local solution �̂h and hybrid uxes pH obtained in section (6).

The �rst and second derivatives of f(), are readily evaluated from equation (64) and with the help of
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equilibrium statement (40) to give,

f 0() = S(�̂


h) +R

�
duH
d

; �̂


h

�
+ b

�
�̂


h;
dpH
d

�
; (67)

f 00() = DS

 
d�̂h
d

; �̂


h

!
+K

 
duH
d

;
d�̂



h

d
; �̂



h

!
+ b

 
d�̂



h

d
;
dpH
d

!
; (68)

where the derivatives duH=d and dpH=d are obtained by di�erentiating with respect to  equations (46)

and (45) respectively, to give,

�DS(w;�H) +K

�
w;

duH
d

;�H

�
= 0 8w 2 VH ; (69)

�DS(w;�H) +K

�
w;

duH
d

;�H

�
+ b

�
w;

dpH
d

�
= 0 8w 2 V̂H : (70)

Similarly, the derivative of �̂


h with respect to  can be evaluated by di�erentiating equation (40), which at

 = 0 yields,

K

 
w;

d�̂


h

d
; �̂

0

h

!
+DS(w; �̂

0

h) +K

�
w;

duH
d

; �̂
0

h

�
+ b

�
w;

dpH
d

�
= 0 8w 2 V̂h: (71)

Finally, note that this equation enables the expression for f 00(0) from equation (70) to be simpli�ed to,

f 00(0) = �K

 
d�̂h
d

;
d�̂h
d

; �̂
0

h

!
: (72)

The above procedure provides a simple mechanism for evaluating a reasonable value of . It must be

emphasized, however, that the lower and upper bounds of s are, not only valid for any value of , but also

the bound gap converges quadratically to zero regardless of .
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